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Hydrogen Dominant Metallic Alloys: High Temperature Superconductors?
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The arguments suggesting that metallic hydrogen, either as a monatomic or paired metal, should be a
candidate for high temperature superconductivity are shown to apply with comparable weight to alloys
of metallic hydrogen where hydrogen is a dominant constituent, for example, in the dense group IVa
hydrides. The attainment of metallic states should be well within current capabilities of diamond anvil
cells, but at pressures considerably lower than may be necessary for hydrogen.
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of the compressed hydrides will be wide, the density of
states generally high, and the electron-ion interactions,
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Recent observations of superconductivity in lithium at
high pressures [1–3] with transition temperatures Tc ris-
ing as high as 15 K appear to suggest that experimental
interest in the possibility of superconductivity in systems
involving the light elements at high densities may be well
merited. The extension to the light elements in combina-
tion has been potently illustrated with the discovery of
superconductivity at impressively high temperatures in
MgB2 [4], a system with eight electrons per unit cell
and in overlapping bands. In metallic form the lightest
of all elements, hydrogen, is predicted to be a super-
conductor [5] with high transition temperatures in mona-
tomic structures and even higher in structures where, in
band-overlap states, protons retain their pairing [6]. As
potential superconductors hydrides have also been raised
in the past [7] for moderate or relatively low hydrogen
content. The point in what follows is to consider eventual
metallic and superconducting states of mainly covalent
metallic hydrides, with even larger hydrogen content. It
will be illustrated in group IVa hydrides where for simple
structures, there are again eight electrons per unit cell. In
such combinations a critical observation is that in a
chemical sense hydrogen has already undergone a form
of ‘‘precompression’’ [8] and that once impelled by fur-
ther external pressure to enter a metallic phase the elec-
trons from both the hydrogen and the group IVa element
may participate in common overlapping bands. In-
dividually tin and lead are both superconductors, as are
germanium and silicon once impelled by pressure to enter
the metallic state.

The central physical feature of these systems is to be
found in the scales of energies associated with their lattice
dynamics. They are exceedingly high for the less massive
protons (as in metallic hydrogen) but there are also lower
frequency branches for the more massive ions, these hav-
ing much higher charges and leading also to ostensibly
stronger electron couplings. As sole constituents they
might well conform to strong-coupling superconductors
with phonons as exchange bosons. The overlapping bands
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from protons and group IVa ions, significant. Under con-
ditions of density where these systems would be described
as wideband insulators, or even semiconductors, simple
structures can lead to complete occupancy of four bands,
as would be the case in MgB2. It is clear that subsequent
attainment of a band-overlap state of contiguous bands
will lead to a compensated metal with a Fermi surface in
several zones, an important point for what follows since
this circumstance favors significant contributions from
umklapp (or interband) terms arising from the electron-
phonon coupling. Because of the dominance of umklapp
processes in this problem, the well known difficulty of
dealing quantitatively with these will eventually neces-
sitate more detailed assessments than are given here.

Given the wideband character of the metallic phases,
the Morel-Anderson or Coulomb pseudopotential �� en-
tering into approximations for the superconducting tran-
sition temperature is also expected to be favorable for the
onset of a superconducting phase, and especially so if the
structures taken up promote formation of a compensated
metal (an even number of electrons per unit cell is man-
dated). The arguments supporting metallic hydrogen as a
possible candidate for high temperature superconductiv-
ity should therefore carry through as well for these
hydrides but possibly with an additional physical boost
from the lower mode frequencies and the further possi-
bility of tuning them to values that are optimal in pursuit
of higher Tc’s. In terms of required pressures the onset of
the metallic phases may well occur at values considerably
lower than are required to drive hydrogen metallic, as
will be seen.

Let rs be the standard measure of the average valence
electron density for a system. Some important dynamical
energy scales can now be set; first, the proton plasmon
energy for a metallic state of hydrogen is (in Rydbergs)
�h!p;p � �me=mn�

1=22
���
3

p
=r3=2s . Here mn is the mass of the

nucleon, me the mass of an electron, and �h!p;e the plas-
mon energy for electrons. Second, for a group IVa hydride
the equivalent energy for an acoustic plasmon, when Amn
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example, at a possible metallic transition in the vicinity
of rs � 1:71 (see below) this leads to 1840 K. This energy
translates into a somewhat lower scale when screening is
incorporated (as originally noted by McMillan [9] in the
context of strong-coupling superconductors and alloys) as
it also does in metallic hydrogen itself, but to a lesser
extent. Third, in the dense hydride there is also a charac-
teristic optical plasmon energy for the proton subsystem.
If the ions are regarded as massive, and further that in a
long wavelength limit their charge is taken to cancel half
that of the standard background, then this energy is just
�me=mn�1=2

���
6

p
=r3=2s (again in Rydbergs), and though

lower than that for protons alone at an equivalent density
it remains very substantial.

The essential dimensionless quantities entering ap-
proximate solutions for Tc (of the linearized Eliashberg
equations) are �, which embodies the attractive effects of
the electron-phonon coupling, and �� which accounts for
the generally repulsive effects of direct Coulomb inter-
actions between electrons. Scales can also be set for � and
�� for a one-component system using elementary argu-
ments; thus, if Vc is the Coulomb interaction, then in a
BCS viewpoint a measure of repulsive effects is � �
hN0Vc�k0 � k�i the average being taken over a spherical
Fermi surface (diameter 2kF). Here N0 is the density of
states per unit volume for a given spin, evaluated at the
Fermi energy [it may be written as �1=4�2�k3F="F]. If
screening is treated in the Thomas-Fermi approximation,
and wave vectors normalized to 2kF [x � k=2kF, and
�k0=2kF�2 � � � �4=9�4�1=3�s, where k0 is the Thomas-
Fermi wave vector], then

N0Vc�x� x0� � ��2=2�=��x0 � x�2 � �2�; (1)

the average of (1) over a sphere of unit diameter then
giving ��2=2� ln�1� 1=�2�. With the inclusion of retarda-
tion effects (Coulomb couplings propagate far faster than
ion dynamical equivalents) the estimate for �� then
follows from [10]

�1=��� � ���2=2� ln�1� 1=�2���1 � ln� �h!p;e= �h!p�;

(2)

where �h!p;e is the electron plasmon energy (see above)
and �h!p is the corresponding quantity for the ions.
Equation (2) then yields the well known values �� 
0:1; for � itself the figure is 0:2.

In order to attain a superconducting instability, Eq. (1)
must be overcome by the attractive contributions,
hN0Vphi � �, originating with screened electron-phonon
coupling gq�k0;k� associated with the scattering of an
electron from k to k0, by a phonon of wave vector q.
In this case the average is required of �N02jgq�k0;
k�j2= �h!�k0 � k� where for a Debye spectrum and longi-
tudinal modes
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In (3) the actual sound speed c is written as c �
�vF�3me=ZAmm�1=2, the role of the dimensionless �
being to correct the standard Bohm-Staver estimate.
The quantity f�k0;k�(generally nonlocal) embodies a
pseudopotential correction to the familiar point-ion re-
sult. Then for normal intraband �k0 � k � q� processes,
the contribution to hN0Vphi follows from an average on a
sphere of unit diameter (but with the restriction q �
jk0 � kj< kD, also normalized) of

�N0Vc�x� x0�

�
f2�x0;x�
�2

�2

�x0 � x�2 � �2

�
: (4)

The quantity � is <1, and when densities are high f
increasingly reflects the short range repulsive region of
the pseudopotential, which can become appreciable [11].
Direct comparison with (1) then shows that depending on
the system the phonon mechanism may well prevail, but
that inclusion of umklapp terms (k0 � k � q�K, with
K a reciprocal lattice vector) can increase the contribu-
tion from (4) considerably. The importance of umklapp or
interband scattering effects in normal-state transport
properties is well known [12], and the fact that there
are at least four bands involved in this problem (with a
Fermi surface in many zones) is now seen to be an
extremely propitious feature. (As noted a similar situation
prevails in MgB2.) From the definition of N0 (and for
NZ electrons in a volume V), it also follows that
jgq�k0;k�j2  �V=ZN��"F �h!D�, and g is therefore pro-
portional to the geometric mean of the electron and
phonon energy scales. Depending on pressure the former
can be 20 eVand above, while the latter can reach 0.2 eV.
The coupling is therefore large and, again depending on
the system, the phonon term � � hN0Vphi can reach the
strong-coupling values 1.

When the problem is recast as a search for approximate
solutions of the Eliashberg equations the phonon-
exchange term (3) is written more generally by utilizing
the phonon spectral function �2F�!� (see [10]) in terms
of which the phonon-exchange parameter, �, is now given
by � �

R
1
0 d!2�

2F�!�=!, and this quantity also deter-
mines the enhancement (beyond band-structure and
electron-electron contributions) of the normal-state elec-
tronic specific heat [13]. In McMillan’s initiating approxi-
mate solution [9] for Tc, � (and ��) appear in the well
known relation

kBTc � �h �h!i=1:2�

� expf�1:04�1� ��=������1� 0:62���g; (5)

where �� has often been taken to have the somewhat
ubiquitous value of 0.13 (actually quite close to the
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estimates provided above, but see below). Similar forms
can also incorporate spin fluctuations when physically
relevant. The important prefactor in (5) is a characteristic
average of the phonon energies originally taken by
McMillan to be close to the Debye energy and, to repeat,
this will be especially large for the proposed metallic
hydrides. Other quite accurate approximations for Tc have
been provided by Allen and Dynes [10] and by Wu et al.
[14], who also summarize exact and series-based solu-
tions for Tc of the Eliashberg equations. It is also known
[10] that for large �kbTc & 0:18

�������������������
�h� �h!�2i

p
where, for

example, the measured Tc of lead is only a factor of 2
below this estimate. From this it is apparent that if the
metallic group IVa hydrides are in the strong-coupling
class, �� 1� as the estimates above would indicate, then
given their substantial phonon energies the values of Tc
should be significant.

The values found for Tc from (5) are known to be
exceedingly sensitive to the determination of �, and
hence to �2F. This matter has been investigated in
some depth by Bergmann and Rainer [15] who deter-
mined the actual influence on Tc of the contributing
phonon frequencies through the (positive definite) func-
tional derivative %Tc=%�2F�!�. Evidently the frequen-
cies most effective in bringing about changes in Tc are to
be found in the vicinity of 2�kBTc= �h. This is an impor-
tant observation (the Tc’s of pure metallic hydrogen are
estimated to be in excess of 100 K) since it is likely to
have a considerable bearing on the role of the lower
modes of the hydrides. A tuning within this domain
may well be brought about by extending the binary hy-
dride MH4 to a ternary, M�1�

x M�2�
1�xH4 with considerable

flexibility in the choice of the heavy ion masses being
evident. The higher domain of frequencies, associated
with the protons, will continue to lead to a very significant
Debye temperature, TD, and the importance of this can be
assessed by again turning to MgB2. Differences are re-
ported in the values for TD for this system according to
whether they are determined from thermodynamic func-
tions or from transport properties. However, a reasonable
choice, and probably close to a lower bound, is TD 
800 K. For some of the hydrides under discussion here
the corresponding Debye temperatures could reach more
than 3 times this value.

For single crystals of MgB2, it appears that above an
impurity or defect background the temperature depen-
dence of the normal state resistivity follows a corrected
Bloch-Grüneisen law [16]. The scale of increase is notably
high, attesting to considerable general strength of the
overall electron-phonon coupling. The same principle
applies to the metallic hydrides except that in the case
of MgB2 there are two pseudopotentials (corrections to
pointion interactions), whereas in MH4 there is one; prior
to screening the protons present full Coulomb interactions
to the valence electrons. A clear experimental test of the
scale of electron-phonon coupling, and the prominence of
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umklapp scattering, will again be the rapidity of the rise
of the low temperature static resistivity.

Of crystalline methane, silane, germane, stannane, and
the somewhat unstable plumbane, take germane by way
of specific example. Its average valence electron density
in the one-atmosphere crystalline phase corresponds to
rs � 2:53 (a density already higher than that usually
ascribed to the valence electrons of the alkalis and the
alkaline earths). As a free molecule it has a linear dipole
polarizability� (��a30) of 40.2 a.u. [17] and a measure of
internal fluctuational physics. By the Goldhammer-
Herzfeld (GH) criterion for the onset of a polarization
divergence in the condensed phase would then be ex-
pected to take place at rs � �1=3=2 or rs � 1:71 just prior
to a transition to a metallic phase; this translates into a
relative compression of 3.2. For the general case the
compression is easily seen to be 2:68=A(m where A is
the mass number and (m the mass density (in g=cm3). The
GH estimate cannot compete, of course, with full density
functional calculations for locating transitions between
proposed insulating and metallic structures, but it is
known to give quite reasonable first estimates [18], and
for germane the essential point is that the projected
compression appears well within diamond cell capabili-
ties. The presumption that phonons are the primary inter-
mediaries in the pairing mechanism is something that
can be investigated with the isotope effect, which now
becomes especially interesting because of systematic
deuterations (GeDH3, GeD2H2, GeD3H, and GeD4, and
likewise for the carbon equivalents in what follows).

The case of possible superconductivity in metallic
methane is especially interesting [19] because it has the
most favorable dynamical energy scales overall; the char-
acteristic ionic plasmon energy in this case is 9016=r3=2s in
Kelvin (the transition to the metallic state, from the GH
criterion, is expected at rs � 1:3). For methane the issue
of relative compressions to achieve equivalent conditions
in dense hydrogen can easily be illustrated (among these
hydrides it will probably present the most significant
experimental challenge). For already by 38 GPa meth-
ane has been compressed by a factor of 2.94 [20], and this
corresponds to an average electron density equivalent to
rs � 1:54. The 1 atm density of solid hydrogen corre-
sponds to rs � 3:13, and it follows that the average elec-
tron density at 38 GPa in methane is already equivalent to
hydrogen at eightfold compression (at around 150 GPa).
This illustrates the precompression physics mentioned
above as a general feature of metallic hydrogen-rich
systems. The higher frequency modes in CH4 have al-
ready been observed to increase with density [20,21].

It has been suggested [22] that a maximum in the
melting curve of hydrogen may occur (some indication
of which may already have been seen experimentally [23]
and also theoretically [24]). The ensuing decline of the
melting curve with pressure raises the additional possi-
bility [22,25] that in a range of densities a ground-state
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fluid may be the preferred phase with off-diagonal long
range order then occurring in both the electrons and the
protons. Some of these requirements on density may also
hold for metallic hydrides, and the interesting question
then emerging is whether this may translate either into
low eutecticlike features or even into sublattice melting
for the protons, the heavy ions remaining ordered. Pre-
ceding any liquid phase may well be a phase close to
structural instability, and this could also favor higher
temperature superconductivity as emphasized for metal-
lic hydrogen by Maksimov and Savrasov [26]. The matter
is of some interest for, as noted by Allen and Dynes [10],
Eliashberg theory appears to place no bounds on achiev-
able values of Tc. Finally, the arguments above may
also hold in systems with somewhat lower hydrogen con-
tent [27]. Again, compensated systems appear to be best
matched to the general problem of lowering the Coulomb
pseudopotential �� [28]. However, for these lower hy-
drides as well as the hydrides considered here an emerg-
ing experimental challenge centers on the possibility that
these systems might eventually be incorporated as sub-
systems within greater unit cells, the entire system pro-
viding the requisite chemical precompressions (but now
under ambient conditions) for maintenance of metallic
and superconducting states.

Unknown at present is the sequence of structures and
states likely to be taken up by these hydrides upon sys-
tematic densification, including the possibility of layered
arrangements and the intervention of intermediate phases
of a partially ionic or charge-density-wave or even of
semimetallic character. The Fermi-level density of states
is obviously crucial, but irrespective of the scale of Tc in
eventual metallic states, a detailed experimental survey
of these relatively simple systems (in electronic terms)
may offer a significant test of the theory of strong-
coupling superconductivity. The fact that the hydrides
discussed here are isovalent with MgB4 is a property
that can be shared by other systems (e.g., LiBC [29]),
and it is clear that other examples may be sought.
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